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Abstract
In the past, the Compact Toroid Injection Experiment (CTIX) has typically produced 
accelerated magnetized plasmas of low atomic number suitable for mass injection 
into nearly-hydrogenic target plasmas. However, for other applications such as 
disruption mitigation, plasmas of higher atomic number (Z>1) will be desirable. 
CTIX can be used to produce Z>1 plasmas either by direct formation or by 
snowplow accretion. We will compare the CT formation and acceleration process as 
well as the mass, momentum, and energy density obtained on CTIX in hydrogenic 
and non-hydrogenic plasmas, using magnetic and interferometric diagnostics for 
position and density, and spectroscopic diagnostics for species identification.  Both 
conventional and active switching will be used for plasma production, with active 
switching of particular importance for high-Z neutral species.  The acceleration of 
high Z plasmas and impurities in hydrogenic plasmas will be studied using 
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
on Si collector probes at the exit to the accelerator.



Overview
• Experiments on the Compact Torus Injection Device (CTIX) aim 

to produce high-velocity compact-toroid (CT) plasmas 
containing primarily ions of high atomic number (high-Z)

• The method of CT production is to form relatively low-mass, 
low-Z CTs followed by snowplow accretion of high-Z neutral gas 
puffed into the acceleration region, greatly raising CT mass

• The experimental rationale is development of  high-Z CTs with 
kinetic energy density sufficient to penetrate tokamak interiors, 
for the purpose of disruption mitigation (see below)

• The immediate experimental goal is demonstration of high gas-
utilization efficiency and energy efficiency on the relatively 
small CTIX device



Mitigation and control of central 
runaway electrons

• Runaway electron (RE) current may be produced during current 
quench (CQ) phase of disruption mitigation

• Mitigation of RE current peak on axis thus requires fast and deep 
particle injection, preferably with high-Z species

• Collisions and bremsstrahlung both cause slowdown of RE

• Radiation can limit the RE energy

• From simulation studies, central injection of high-Z noble gases 
can terminate and control the CQ RE.

• CT injector may be able to deliver high-Z ions to tokamak center



Application of accelerated CT for 
disruption mitigation

VDE
Simulation*

RE Simulation**

Normal Operation

* Syer, R.O. et al. Nuclear Fusion v33 #7 (1993)
** Smith, H.M. et al. Plasma Phys & Control Fusion 51(2009) 124008 



Tokamak disruption time scale

* Patvinshi, S. et al. Sherwood Confernce 2011

ITER parameters
1.Thermal Quench (TQ) ~ 500 ms
2.Current Quench (CQ) ~ 40 ms
3.RE Control ~ 100 ms



Particle injection methods for ITER
Injection 
Method

Injection
Rate

Injection 
Species

Injection 
Depth

Edge gas 
(LFS)puffing

Up to 400
Pa-m3/sec

D2 , H2 ,T2,DT
He, Ne, Ar, Kr, 
Xe

~10% minor 
radius *

Pellet Inj. 100 Pa-m3/sec
for H2, D2,

DT
50 Pa-m3/sec 

D2 , H2 ,T2, DT LFS ~20%
HFS to Center *

Compact toroid 40 Pa-m3/shot D2 , H2 ,T2,DT
He, Ne, Ar, Kr, 
Xe

LFS to center

* Baylor, L.R., Burning Plasma Workshop (2005), Tarragona, Spain



Radiation cooling and mitigation of 
runaway electrons

* Bakhtiari, M. Phys. Rev. Letter 94, 215003 (2005)



Curves of constant magnetic field corresponding to kinetic energy
density equaling magnetic energy density showtokamak
fueling/impurity injection requirements in this plot of CT velocity
vs. mass density.



The CTIX injector is unique: (1) the injector operates repetitively,
(2) breakdown and formation are initiated by fast gas injection,
and (3) the acceleration bank is delayed and switched with
saturable core inductors.

Formation Circuit

50  µfd
40 kV
720kA

500 Ω 

Saturable core
inductor.

0.15  µfd
50 kV

100 Ω

Acceleration Circuit

Injector

0.15  µfd
50 kV

50  µfd
40 kV
720kA

500 Ω 

100 Ω
power supply

20 kV, 8 kW

power supply
20 kV, 8 kW



Experimental setup on CTIX



Previous helium-puffing experiments on CTIX gave 
density rise measureable by interferometer 
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Without He puff:

-7 kV/9 kV form/accel

1.5x1014 cm-3 peak @142 cm

21 cm/µs velocity (91-142 cm)

With He puff:

-7 kV/9 kV form/accel

8x1014 cm-3 peak @142 cm

4.6 cm/µs velocity (91-142 cm)

→  5.3-fold increase in <ne>

4.6 fold decrease in vz

x



Krypton injection reduces downstream 
CT velocity (measured by Bz probes)



Determination of M0, CT mass without Kr
Time-integrated density:

Integral <ne> dt = 4.2x109 cm-3

Axial velocity:

Vz = (142-91)/(12.5µ-8.6µ) = 1.31x107 cm/s

→ Axially-integrated density:

Integral <ne> dz = 4.2 x109 x 1.31 x107

= 5.5 x1016 cm-2

CTIX transverse area (annulus) = 135 cm2

→Volume-integrated density:

N0 = Integral <ne> dV = 5.5x1016 x 135

= 7.4x1018 electrons or ions

For average ion mass number A=2,

average ion mass mi = A x mp = 3.3x10-24 g

→ Total plasma mass M0 = 7.4x1018 x 3.3x10-24

= 24 µg



Krypton mass gain inferred from 
momentum conservation

Assume CT momentum is conserved during gas puffing: 

→ M0 * V0 (before gas puff) = M1 * V1 (after gas puff)

Known values:

Velocity without Kr injection V0 = (142-91)/(12.6-8.5) = 12.5 cm/µsec

Velocity with Kr injection       V1 = (142-91)/(14.3-8.8) = 9.3 cm/µsec

Mass without Kr injection     M0 = 24 µg

→ Kr mass increase in CT = M1-M0 = M0(V0/V1-1)

= 24µg x(12.5/9.3-1) = 8 µg

→Number of Kr ions in CT (A=84): NKr = 8 x10-6/(84*1.6e-24) = 6 x1016



Total krypton neutral gas input
inferred from outlet pressure

Fit foreline/surge tank pressure data

to function which models

fast pump in (turbopump),

slow pump out (roughing pump).

Multiplied by tank volume, result is

the total neutral (krypton) gas load

puffed into machine

1.17 mTorr x 35 liter

= .041 torr-liter

= 5.4 x10-5 atmosphere-liter

= 2.4 x10-6 mole

= 1.4 x1018 atoms

= 200 µg of Kr gas puffed per shot



Residual gas analyzer (RGA) shows
depletion of neutral krypton by CTIX discharge

Without CTIX shot, krypton partial
pressure increases after gas puff,
as expected

Without puffing, background Kr is
reduced after CTIX shot

� Depletion of steady-state Kr by
CT plasma

With CTIX shot, duration of puffed-

Kr pressure rise is greatly reduced

� Depletion of puffed Kr by CT
plasma



Silicon collector to capture accelerated
CT plasma ions in target chamber 

Before installation

CT plasma (entering from left)

Silicon collector
Magnetic probes



TRIM simulation predicts
adequate deposition depth of high-Z ions 



Previous measurements on CTIX
used Auger depth profiling of metallic ions

Matching Auger depth profiles to 
TRIM indicates ion velocity on 
target ~ (½) CT velocity



Rutherford Backscattering (RBS)
spectrum after 20-shot run with Kr puff

Si-28

Cl-35

Cr-52

Fe-56

Cu-63

Kr-84

Au-197



Rutherford backscattering (RBS) on Si collector 
in Kr-injected CTIX shows

similar high-Z ions as Auger profile

For CT diameter of 25 cm

at Si collector, area = 500 cm2

Estimate 6 x1016 Kr ions per CT

→ 1.2 x1014 Kr ions/cm2 per shot,

→ 2.4x1015 Kr ions/cm2 in 20-shot run.

This value is comparable to metallic

impurity flux detected by RBS.

Reason for absence of RBS Kr

detection needs to be determined.

Alternate methods (thermal desorption,

SIMS) may be tried in addition to RBS.



• Krypton gas successfully puffed into charged CTIX 
acceleration section without pre-fire

• During Kr-injection shots, CT velocity measured by 
magnetic (Bz) probes indicates ~30% reduction, 
implying ~30% increase in total CT mass

• Little or no reduction in peak CT magnetic field (Bz) 
with Kr injection

Summary of experimental results-1



Summary of experimental results-2

• Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurements of 
downstream Si target show impurity spectrum similar to 
previous Auger measurements

• Small Kr peak is detected by RBS

• Estimated Kr density delivered by CT on Si target is 
estimated to be near lower limit of RBS sensitivity

• Clear evidence of Kr ionization by CT indicated by 
pumpout of neutral Kr atoms shown on residual gas 
analyser (RGA) signal 



Future work
• Perform spectroscopic measurements of optical emission by 

high-Z injected species using fiber-optic monochrometer

• Via continuous-time monochrometer measurements, determine 
relative density and velocity of high-Z species; compare with Bz

• Use active switching for precise timing of high-Z injection 
relative to CT formation (timing is critical to prevent pre-fire)

• Repeat RBS measurements with higher flux/shot, longer shot 
series, alternate high-Z species (Ne, Ar as well as Kr)

• Increase high-Z ions to majority of CT mass; raise CT operating 
voltages to maintain high CT velocity with heavy CTs

• Use additional methods for analysis of surface probes (thermal 
deposition, SIMS)


